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Abstract: Glaucoma detection in color fundus images is a challenging task that requires
expertise and years of practice. In this study we exploited the application of different
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) schemes to show the influence in the performance of
relevant factors like the data set size, the architecture and the use of transfer learning vs newly
defined architectures. We also compared the performance of the CNN based system with
respect to human evaluators and explored the influence of the integration of images and data
collected from the clinical history of the patients. We accomplished the best performance
using a transfer learning scheme with VGG19 achieving an AUC of 0.94 with sensitivity and
specificity ratios similar to the expert evaluators of the study. The experimental results using
three different data sets with 2313 images indicate that this solution can be a valuable option
for the design of a computer aid system for the detection of glaucoma in large-scale screening
programs.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Glaucoma is an optic neuropathy characterized by progressive degeneration of retinal
ganglion cells [1]. There are many different types of glaucoma, with a variety of etiologies
and pathogenic factors, but all have in common typical changes in the structure and la
function of the optic nerve. Glaucoma is the leading cause of global irreversible vision loss
with a prevalence for population aged 40-80 estimated in 3-4% [2]. The number of people
with glaucoma worldwide was estimated in 64.3 million in 2013, increasing to 76.0 million in
2020 and 111.8 million in 2040 [2]. Because glaucoma is an asymptomatic condition until a
relatively late stage the diagnosis is frequently delayed. Population-level surveys suggest that
only 10-50% of people with glaucoma are aware they suffer the disease [1]. As early
diagnosis and treatment of the condition can prevent vision loss, glaucoma screening has been
tested in numerous studies worldwide [3–6]. Current studies show that glaucoma screening
can be cost-effective in risk population (family history, black ethnicity, age) and can be
improved using a test with initial automated classification followed by the expert assessment
of a specialist [7].
The standard of care for glaucoma screening consists of routine optometrist visits every 23 years, suspicious cases are then referred to an ophthalmologist who performs additional
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tests and exam
minations for final confirmaation of the diaagnosis. A com
mplete glaucoma study
usually inclu
udes detailed medical histo
ory, slit lampp examinationn, visual fieldd, fundus
photography and a tonomeetry [8,9], and
d since the 90 ’s it also incluudes some opptic nerve
ography (HRT)) [10], optical coherence tom
mography
imaging test such as scanniing laser tomo
a scanning laaser polarimetrry with variablle corneal com
mpensation (GD
Dx-VCC)
(OCT) [11] and
[12]. Nowadaays, only OCT images and ph
hotographs are widely used too assess the strructure of
the optic nerv
ve in glaucoma.
Color fun
ndus imaging has been oft
ften used in ccombination w
with image prrocessing
algorithms to aid in the deetection and grrading of eye diseases [13,114]. The availaability of
digital funduss cameras in primary care settings and ttheir extensivee use in eye sscreening
programs exp
plains the intterest in screeening for glaaucoma using this image m
modality.
Nevertheless, the subjectivee interpretation
n of color funndus images fo
for the identifiication of
t requires sppecific expertisse and years off practice.
glaucomatouss signs is a chaallenging task that
To overcomee this difficulty
y a great efforrt has been m
made to developp automatic gglaucomadetection algo
orithms based on image proccessing of coloor fundus imagges. We can diistinguish
four main ch
hanges in the retinal structu
ures associated with glaucooma: optic neerve head
cupping, neurro-retinal rim th
hinning, retinaal nerve fibre laayer defects annd peripapillaryy atrophy
[15]. Figure 1 shows some of the typical signs assessedd to detect glaaucoma in coloor fundus
images.

Fig. 1. Example of findings used to detect glaucoma in coloor fundus images. (a) Quantificationn
of thee optic cup to disc ratio (CDR). Thee reduction of the optic nerve fibress (typically relatedd
with glaucoma)
g
provok
kes optic disc cupp
ping, central cup bbecomes larger, w
with respect to thee
optic disc (b) The neurroretinal rim usuaally follows a norrmal pattern (ISNT
T rule) where thee
or region is broader than the supeerior, broader thaan the nasal, and broader than thee
inferio
tempo
oral region. The altteration of this patttern is a suspiciouus sign of glaucom
ma.

To aid in the detection of glaucoma numerous imaage processingg algorithms hhave been
proposed. Wee can find work
ks that focus on
n the localizatiion and segmenntation of the ooptic disc
[16–18] and numerous glau
ucoma-detectio
on algorithms based on thee extraction off features
ge or transform
med versions off the image to ttrain different ttypes of classiffiers. The
from the imag
extracted feattures could ideentify or consid
der relevant infformation pressent in the imaages, with
potential for better represen
ntation o case classification than clinical measurementss. Among
n mention glauccoma detection
n based on a prrobabilistic com
mbination of ppreviously
others we can
compressed feeatures extracted from the pix
xel intensity vaalues, the Fourrier Transform (FT) and
B-splines coeefficients [19], or using higheer order spectrra analysis andd texture-basedd features
extracted from
m preprocessed
d images and a Support Vectoor Machines (S
SVM) classifieer [20], or
with a featuree extraction baased on higher order spectra and discrete w
wavelet transfoorm and a
SVM classifier [21,22], or using an empirical wavelet transform witth a least-squaares SVM
a adaptive histtogram equalizzation convolvved with severaal filter banks pprocessed
[23] or with an
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to create local configuration patterns that feed a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier [24]. The
previous methods apply the approach of identifying features in the image in order to train a
classifier with all the findings extracted directly from the image or from a transformed version
of it (using wavelets, FT, high order spectra analysis…). At the end, the different algorithms
explore different aspects and transformations of the ONH to determine patterns that are
representative and may identify glaucoma. In this work we applied a different approach to the
glaucoma detection problem through the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).
Convolutional networks, commonly known as one of the most popular deep learning
algorithms for image analysis, have become very rapidly a successful alternative for
analyzing medical images. These methods could be considered as the evolution of the
supervised techniques started at the end of the 1990s, where training data sets of previously
classified images are used to develop the system. This strategy supersedes the previous
approach based on feature extraction and posterior classification mentioned in previous
paragraphs. The new deep learning paradigm implies that computers can perform the feature
learning and classification simultaneously. We can usually find in a deep learning algorithm a
network (model) formed by many layers that transform an input data (images normally) to
outputs (e.g. pathology present/absent). The most successful type of models for medical
image analysis is a sub-class of neural networks called convolutional neural networks (CNN)
that was introduced in the 1980s [25].
In [26] Litjens et al., provided a thorough review of the current use of these techniques in
medical analysis. The study mentions state-of-the art applications of deep learning technology
in the main topics of biomedical image processing: classification, object detection,
segmentation or registration among others. Shin et al. [27] mentioned three mayor strategies
that used CNNs to medical image classification problems: training from scratch, using off-the
shell pre-trained CNN features, and conducting unsupervised CNN pre-training with
supervised fine-tuning. Training a deep CNN from scratch (or full training) presents relevant
limitations. It requires a large amount of labeled data, which in fields like medical imaging
could be extremely expensive to collect both in time and budget, especially for images that
present pathological findings relevant for diagnosis. Besides, the training of a deep CNN
usually requires extensive memory and computational resources and it could be a very time
consuming task. Finally, the design of a CNN and the adjustment of the hyper-parameters of
the network could be a challenging process that requires dealing with overfitting and other
issues that can limit the success of the application of this technology. One alternative to
overcome these problems is the use of transfer learning with fine tuning. Transfer learning is
a method successfully used in machine learning and data mining for classification, regression
and clustering problems. It is generally defined as the capability of the system to utilize the
knowledge learned in one domain of interest, to another that shares some common
characteristics [28]. The use of state-of-the art performance CNNs on the ImageNet LargeScale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [29,30] (with millions of labeled images from
1000 different classes) has been successfully tested in several medical image analysis studies
[27,31–33]. This last method is the one we have used in this work: the transfer learning of
CNN models pre-trained with different image data sets and fine-tuned to solve a specific
medical imaging task, the automatic classification of glaucoma in fundus photographs.
CNNs have been successfully applied to color fundus images in the context of ComputerAided-Detection (CAD) systems and screening programs for eye diseases, achieving state-ofthe art performance or outperforming previous implementations. We can find since 2015
several studies applying CNN in retinal vessel segmentation [34], image quality assessment
[35], segmentation of the optic disc and the optic disc cup [36,37], diabetic retinopathy
detection [38], age-macular degeneration detection [13] or hemorrhage detection [39] among
others. The CNN architectures successfully exploit both local and global features present in
the images, being a proper tool for the detection of glaucoma. Several studies have already
tackled this problem in color fundus images using CNN. In [40] the authors applied a six
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layers architecture to optic disc patches previously segmented. In [41] the authors used CNN
to extract features and train a SVM classifier to detect glaucoma. Recently Fu et. al. [42]
presented a novel ensemble network based on the application of different CNNs to the global
fundus image and to different versions of optic disc region. The assessment of deep learning
algorithms with transfer learning has also been addressed in [43–45] implementing studies
with greater number of images than previous works and achieving expert level accuracy and
high sensitivity and specificity. Finally, in OCT there are also recent studies applying CNNs
for glaucoma detection [46] or segmentation of layers [47,48]. In Table 1 we present a
summary of the methods used for glaucoma detection, describing the data sets used and the
results reported.
Table 1. Summary of methods for the detection of glaucoma in color fundus images. In
the data sets column we indicate the number of normal cases (-) and glaucoma cases ( + ).
For the performance we used the reported metric used in the study: AUC, accuracy (Acc)
and specificity (Sp) and sensitivity (Sn).
Authors
Bock et al. (2010)
[19]
Krishnan et al.
(2013) [21]
Maheshwari et al.
(2017) [23]
Acharaya et al.
(2017) [24]
Chen etal. (2015)
[40]
Al-Bander et al.
(2017) [41]
Fu et al. (2018)
[42]
Li et al. (2018)
[44]
Christopher et.al.
(2018) [43]
Shibata et.al.
(2018) [45]

Method
Pixel values FFT coefficients,
B-spline and probabilistic SVM

Data sets

HOS, TT, DWT with SVM

Private (30-/30 + )

Acc – 91.67%

2D EWT and LS-SVM

Private (30-/30 + )
RIM-ONE (255-/250 + )

Acc – 98.33%
(Private) Acc –
81.32% (RIM-ONE)

Texton, LCP features and KNN

Private (143-/559 + )

Acc – 95,7%

CNN (6 layers)

ORIGA (168 + 482-)
SCES (46+/1676-)

AUC (83.1%-88.7%)

CNN 23 layers and SVM

RIM-ONE (200+/255-)

Ensemble of 4 CNNs

ORIGA (168+/482-)
SCES (1636-/46 + )

Transfer Learning with
Inception Network
Transfer Learning with ResNet,
VGG16 and Inception v3
Transfer Learning with ResNet

Private (336 -/239 + )

Private (48116)
Private (5633+/9189-)
Private (1364+/1768-)

Performance
AUC – 87%
Acc – 80%

Acc – 88.2%, Sn –
85%, Sp – 89.8%
AUC-91.83%, Sn –
84.78%, Sp – 83.80%
AUC – 98.6%, Sn –
95.6%, Sp – 92.0%
AUC-91%, Sn – 88%,
Sp – 95%
AUC – 96.5%

Our work is aimed at developing tools for prescreening in computer aided diagnosis
system for the detection of glaucoma in large-scale screening programs. In this paper we
assessed the application of different CNN architectures for the classification of glaucoma with
fundus color images. We studied the performance of different architectures as well as some
transfer learning schemes from pre-trained CNN models. We have ensured that all the
architectures that are the basis of the current state-of-the-art methods are represented in our
comparisons including an Inception based network such as GogleLeNet, a RestNet based
architecture, concretely ResNet50 and a recently proposed network such as DENet. Finally,
we will consider the potential benefit of integrating basic clinical data collected in the
screening studies of the patients in the final classification.
The rest of the paper is structured in several sections. In section 2 we describe the data
sets, the network architectures, the training process and the performance metrics used in the
study. In section 3 we report the results of the different experiments. Finally, section 4
contains the summary of the study with the main conclusions and suggestions for further
works.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1 Study data sets
We used 2313 retinal fundus images in this work coming from three different data sets: two
publicly available (RIM-ONE [49] and DRISHTI-GS [50]) and one private from a screening
campaign performed at Hospital de la Esperanza (Parc de Salut Mar) in Barcelona (Spain).
We considered two categories, glaucoma and normal. Glaucoma includes the images
classified by specialists as suspect of glaucoma or with glaucoma.
The Open Retinal Image Database for Optic Nerve Evaluation (RIM-ONE) is an
ophthalmic image group of databases designed in order to be a reference for the design of
optic nerve head segmentation algorithms and in development of computer-aided glaucoma
diagnosis. The database was created by the collaboration of three Spanish hospitals: Hospital
Universitario de Canarias, Hospital Clínico San Carlos and Hospital Universitario Miguel
Servet. Our study used the three releases included by the authors until now. The image set
was designed in collaboration of 4 glaucoma experts. The camera used to capture the images
was a Nidek AFC-210 background camera with a 21.1-megapixel Canon EOS 5D Mark II
body. All the images are centered at the optic disc.
The data set DRISHTI-GS consist of 101 retinal fundus images for optic disc
segmentation. All images were collected at Aravind Eye Hospital in Madurai (India).
Glaucoma patient selection was done by clinical experts based on findings during
examination. The retinal images come from Indian patients of 40-80 years old. The images
were taken with the eyes dilated, centered on the optic disk, with a field of view of 30-degrees
and of dimension 2996x1944 pixels and PNG uncompressed image format.
Finally the ESPERANZA data set consisted of 1446 color fundus images with a field of
view 45 degrees, centered on the macula and including the optic disc from patients with age
ranging from 55 to 86 years. The retinal images were provided from the glaucoma detection
campaign performed to 1006 different patients. During the examination of the patients, a
short clinical history was collected (like age, family history of glaucoma, personal record of
glaucoma and glaucoma therapy, among others) and besides the color fundus images, other
tests (like the measurement of the intraocular pressure (IOP) in both eyes, the visual acuity
and Optical Coherence Tomography images) were performed. Special care was taken in order
to create a reference gold standard data set. All the images had a double complete glaucoma
evaluation performed by six expert (senior) ophthalmologists and nine non-expert (younger)
ophthalmologists using a tele-screening tool. The ophthalmologists with more than five years
of experience were considered as experts in this work. In case of disagreement between the
two evaluations performed, two glaucoma experts decided the final classification of the image
by consensus. Each ophthalmologist evaluated a proportional part of all the images inside its
category. The assessment of the images included the evaluation of image quality in four
categories (good, enough, bad or not evaluable) and the clinical classification in three
categories (normal, glaucoma suspect or glaucoma). The selection of images from the
campaign to be included in the final data set used in this work corresponds to the images that
were labeled by the evaluators with good or enough quality and in the case of glaucoma
positive images we included the ones classified as glaucoma suspect or glaucoma.
Table 2 contains information of the retinal images considered in the study from each data
set. We considered two classes for the classifications tasks studied in this work because the
majority of the data sets used (RIM-ONE r2, r3 and DRISHTI-GS) were defined with only
two classes (glaucoma and normal). RIM-ONE r1 is the only one that accounted four classes
(normal, early, moderate and deep glaucoma) while ESPERANZA data set defined three
classes (normal, glaucoma-suspect and glaucoma). The initial size of the images of the RIMONE data sets is very different. In the case of r1 the image sizes vary from 316x342 to
831x869. In the version r2 the sizes vary from 290x290 to 1375x1654. Figure 2 shows
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examples of images
i
from the
t ESPERAN
NZA data set inncluded in thee glaucoma annd normal
categories and
d the findings identified
i
by th
he clinicians inn the evaluationn.
Tablle 2. Data sets useed in the study. The term “glaucom
ma” includes all rretinal images in
the data sets classified
d by a specialist ass suspect of glauccoma or as sufferiing the disease in
n
any stage (early, moderate
m
or severre glaucoma).
Data set
ESPERANZA
RIM-ONE r1
RIM-ONE r2
RIM-ONE r3
DRISHTI-GS
TOTAL

Initial Sizee
1024x680
0
Not fixed
Not fixed
2144x1424
4
2996x1944
4

Form
mat
JPG
G
BMP
P
JPG
G
JPG
G
PNG
G

Gllaucoma
113
40
200
71
70
494

Normal
1333
118
255
82
31
1819

Fig. 2.
2 Examples of co
olor fundus imagees from the ESPER
RANZA data set.. All images weree
labeleed with good quality by the evaluattors. (a1-2) Left eyye of a glaucoma suspect disc withh
unacccomplished ISNT rule
r
(inferior rim is
i not wider than superior rim). (b1 -2) Right eye of a
glauco
oma suspect disc due to superior and
a temporal rim thinning. (c1-2) L
Left eye with of a
normaal disc.

As we meentioned beforre, the ESPER
RANZA data sset had a gold standard classsification
created by co
onsensus of at least two ophtthalmologists. We used the iindividual evalluation of
every ophthallmologist to esstimate the perrformance of hhuman evaluattors with respeect to the
consensus go
old-standard taaking into acco
ount their leveel of expertisee. This perforrmance is
compared witth the performaance of the pro
oposed Deep L
Learning Archiitectures. In Taable 3 we
present a refeerence of the specificity
s
and sensitivity of the expert andd non-expert eevaluators
with respect to the gold standard. To maake a fair com
mparison for th
the calculationn of these
c
only
y color fundu
us images withh quality goodd or enough. The gold
metrics we considered
standard set included 1735 color fundus images
i
classifiied as normal and 160 classiified with
g
susp
pect.
glaucoma or glaucoma
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Tablee 3. Specificity and sensitivity (defiined in section 2.44) reference in th
he classification off
the experts and non-experts evaluatorss respect to the goold standard in th
he ESPERANZA
data
d
set. The valu
ues were calculateed considering alll the images evalu
uated by the
ophthalmollogists during thee campaign with q
quality good or en
nough.
Specificiity
Sensitiviity

Glauccoma Experts
0.8914
0.7662

Glaucoma Non--experts
0.8607
0.5875

2.2 Preproce
essing
In the preproccessing step, we
w processed th
he images from
m the differentt data sets to a common
and standard format in ordeer to train the networks in a homogeneouss way. No corrrection of
o contrast enhaancement was applied to the images.
illumination or
We decideed to use stand
dard patches ceentered at the ooptic disk and tthe same size ffor all the
data sets, becaause of the clin
nical interest fo
or the classificaation of this reegion and also to reduce
the computatiional costs in th
he training step
p. In the case oof the images ffrom the ESPE
ERANZA
and DRISHTI-GS data sets we had to loccalize the opticc disk to centeer the image annd scaled
256 and 224x2
224 pixels size in order to addapt them to thee different netw
works we
them to 256x2
used in the stu
udy. For the lo
ocalization of th
he optic disk w
we used the sam
me approach ppreviously
proposed by [51] with thee application of
o morphologiical operationns of the binarry image
previously corrected to limiit the effect of the blood vesssels and small exudates on thhe image.
A region of in
nterest was theen obtained to crop
c
the imagee with the opticc disc in the ceenter. The
described meethod localized
d correctly thee optic disc w
with an accuraacy of 84.02%
% for the
images for thee ESPERANZA data set and
d 95.05% for thhe DRISHTI-G
GS data set. Thhe images
with the opticc disk wrongly
y identified were manually seegmented. In tthe case of the different
releases of th
he RIM-ONE data set, we only had to pperform a scaaling to the fiinal sizes
(256x256 and
d 224x224 depeending of the CNN).
C
Finallyy we subtractedd the mean acrooss every
channel, to en
nsure that all daata inputs havee the same centtered distribution.
2.3 CNNs us
sed and trans
sfer learning
For the selecttion of the netw
work we tested
d six different C
CNNs methodss. The first onee used the
architecture presented
p
in Fig
g. 3. It consisteed of 15 convoolutional, poolinng, fully-conneected and
softmax layerrs and was designed follow
wing standard CNN principples. We incluude batch
normalization
n after each co
onvolutional laayer to accelerrate the traininng and to impprove the
initialization of the network
k [52]. At the end of the nettwork a softm
max layer perfoormed the
glaucoma negaative and glauc oma positive). The final outpput of the
final binary classification (g
nt vector. To train the netw
work we used the stochasticc gradient
classifier wass a two-elemen
descent algoriithm and a bin
nary cross-entro
opy loss functiion. In Fig. 3 aand Table 4, w
we present
the details of the design of th
he network.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the standaard CNN.
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Table 4. Detail of the layers and parameters defined in the standard CNN. The input of
the network is an image of size 256x256x3 and the output are two scores of the two
classes considered. In the parameters column K indicates the number of filters of the
layer. After each convolution layer, batch normalization was applied.
Layer

Operation

Parameters

Layer

Operation

Input size

Parameters

Convolution

Input
size
256x256

1

3x3, K = 32

9

Max-pooling

57x57

2x2

2

Convolution

254x254

3x3, K = 32

10

Convolution

28x28

3x3, K = 32

3

Max-pooling

252x252

2x2

11

Convolution

26x26

3x3, K = 32

4

Convolution

126x126

3x3, K = 32

12

Max-pooling

24x24

2x2

5

Convolution

124x124

3x3, K = 32

13

Convolution

12x12

3x3, K = 32

6

Max-pooling

122x122

2x2

14

Convolution

10x10

3x3, K = 32

7

Convolution

61x61

3x3, K = 32

15

Convolution

8x8

K=
128,Dropout,
p = 0.5

8

Convolution

59x59

3x3, K = 32

16

Soft-Max

128x1

2 classes

As we confirmed in this work, the use of these architectures offers two valuable benefits.
First, the design and architectural improvements of these CNNs can warranty superior
performance ratios even in a training from scratch scheme. Second, the use of pre-trained
deep CNNs and the subsequent fine-tune of the weights of the network applying the new
labeled images, could lead to even better performance metrics and a potential reduction in
training resources in terms of time, memory and computational operations. Besides the
STANDARD CNN presented in Fig. 3, we selected other commonly used architectures
(VGG19, GoogLeNet, and ResNet50) and the recently presented DENet, specifically
designed for glaucoma screening detection. We prepared several experiments to analyze
quantitatively the contribution of the selection of the architecture, the training scheme, finetuning (VGG19 TL, GOOGLENET TL, RESNET50 TL, DENET DISC TL) versus full
training (VGG19, GOOGLENET, RESNET50 and DENET DISC), and the data set used for
training.
VGG19 [53] is a publicly available CNN model that includes five stacks, each stack
contains between two and four convolutional layer followed by a max-pooling layer, and it
ends with three fully connected layers. The main contribution of this architecture was the
increasing of the depth of the network (in this work we applied the version with 19 layers)
and the use of very small (3x3) convolutional filters. We can find applications of this network
in several studies, for the fixed features extraction in CADx for breast cancer detection with
different imaging modalities [54] or for classification of 19 different skin diseases [55].
GoogLeNet proposed in [56] accomplished as main contribution the improved utilization
of the computing resources inside the network, increasing the depth and width of the network
but keeping the computational budget constant. It also proposed a new module called
“Inception” which concatenates convolution layers with different kernel sizes and one
pooling layer into a single new filter. The complete architecture contains 22 layers including
two convolution layers, three pooling layers and nine inception layers. GoogLeNet was
successfully used in the detection of lymph node metastases in women with breast cancer
[57], in the classification of normal and cancerous lung tissues from CARS (Coherent antiStokes Raman scattering) images [58] or retinal pathologies using optical coherence
tomography (OCT) images [31].
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Residual Networks (ResNet) [59] have been broadly tested in general and medical image
classification. The main characteristics of ResNet are the intensive application of batch
normalization and the use of “shortcut connections” in order to tackle the low performance
issues due to the vanishing divergence and the vanishing gradient problems in deep CNN.
ResNet has been successfully adopted in recent works of glaucoma classification [43,45] and
it has also been included in the ensemble CNN DENet [42].
The Disc-Aware Ensemble Network (DENet) [42,60] is a glaucoma screening network
based on an ensemble of four networks. DENet considers various levels and modules of the
fundus images. Two networks exploit global fundus images and are based on ResNet and Ushape convolutional network (U-net). The other two networks are centered on the local optic
disc region, previously cropped based on one of the previous networks, and use ResNet to
classify the disc region and a polar transformed version of the same disc area. The authors
provided the code of the four networks and the trained models using the ORIGA full data set.
In this study we used DENet in two different contexts. First, we evaluated the ensemble
network using the global fundus images from a subset of our data set (only ESPERANZA and
DRISHTI-GS have global images) and the pre-trained models provided by the authors
(DENET). Secondly, in order to assess the impact in the performance of the use of transfer
learning, fine tuning a pre-trained glaucoma classification model, we used one of the
networks of the ensemble, DENet Disc. This model uses segmented optic disc color fundus
images and allows us to train the network with all our training data set from scratch (DENET
DISC) and with transfer learning initializing it with the pre-trained models provided (DENET
DISC TL).
The input in VGG19, GoogleNet, ResNet50 and DENet Disc networks were the
preprocessed color fundus images from the data sets of the study with a final size of
224x224x3 and centered at the optic disc. The input images in the case of the standard
network were 256x256x3. The region of interest presented to all the networks was the same.
We changed the last layer with the softmax classifier in VGG19, GoogleNet and ResNet50 to
consider only the two classes of interest in our study (glaucoma and normal).
2.4 Performance metrics
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
analysis was performed and sensitivity/specificity ratios were calculated. We defined
sensitivity, or true positive rate, as the number of true positives (number of images with
glaucoma correctly detected) divided by the sum of the number of true positives and false
negatives (images incorrectly classified as normal). Therefore, the sensitivity shows the
percentage of glaucoma cases correctly identified by the algorithm. We defined specificity as
the number of true negatives (number of images normal correctly detected in our case)
divided by sum of the number of true negatives and the false positives (images incorrectly
classified as glaucoma). The specificity is a ratio that shows the percentage of normal cases
correctly identified. We also considered the Balanced Accuracy (BAcc) as the mean of
sensitivity and specificity to take into account the imbalance in the number of positive and
negative cases in the testing data set. We used the ROC graph for visualizing the performance
of the networks [61]. The ROC graph is a two dimensional representation with the sensitivity
in the Y axis and 1-specificity in the X axes. We compared the performance of the algorithms
using the area under the receiver operating curve (AUC) generated by ROC curve. For the
calculation of the optimum threshold we considered the Youden index, defined as the index
where the sum of the specificity −1 and sensitivity is maximum [62].
2.5 Training and testing processes
The complete data set was randomly divided in three different groups: training, validation and
test set with the distribution of images presented in Table 5. The validation set was used to
monitor the number of epochs of the training process. The number of epochs with better
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performance in terms of accuracy in both classes (glaucoma and normal) with the validation
set is listed in Table 6. After the selection of the hyper-parameters and the cross validation
experiments, the rest of the trainings in the study considered in the training set the images
from validation set. The final training set contained 370 glaucoma and 1364 normal images.
The test sets were the same during all the experiments (124 glaucoma and 455 normal
images)
Table 5. Distribution of images in the groups “glaucoma” and “normal”.
Group
Glaucoma
Normal

Training
333
1227

Validation
37
137

Test
124
455

The overfitting it is a well-known issue in CNNs with limited training data. In order to
limit this important problem in the training process we applied different strategies commonly
used for this purpose. First, the selection of the number of epochs to complete the process was
stopped when the performance on the validation set was reduced. Second, we applied
dropout, the technique presented by [63] that consists in temporarily removing units along
with all its incoming and outgoing connections in a neural network. We included dropout
with p = 0.5 in the standard CNN. In the rest of the tested architectures we maintained the
regularization schemes designed by the authors. Finally, we applied data augmentation. This
technique consists of training and/or testing on systematically transformed images. The
transformations used typically have to maintain the classification of the original image. In our
study we first balanced the number of images in each group to 1400 in both groups (glaucoma
and normal), with horizontal flips in the case of the normal images and with a random
combination of flips and translations of 20 pixels for the glaucoma images. We also used data
augmentation during training in all the networks. In each iteration, every image included in
the batch could be transformed by a random combination of the operations: random flip,
random small rotations between −10 degrees and + 10 degrees and random translation of
maximum *-20 pixels in the x or y direction of the image.
2.6 Implementation
The preprocessing steps were implemented using Matlab R2016b 64-bits (Mathworks, Inc.)
on a desktop computer equipped with an Intel Xeon CPU ES31245 and the CNN experiments
were implemented in Python (version 2.7.12) using the libraries Lasagne (version 0.2) [64]
and Theano (version 0.9) [65] in a desktop computer with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan
Pascal 12GB GPU.
3. Results and discussion
We defined several experiments to evaluate the best solution in terms of performance and to
get more insight of the different alternatives tested.
3.1 Hyper-parameter selection
As described before we used the validation set to select the number of epochs for all the
networks and types of training (full training/fine tuning) used during the study. In Table 6 we
present the final values selected.
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Table 6. Number of epochs selected after the monitoring of the training process using the
validation set.
Group
VGG19 TL
VGG19
RESNET TL
RESNET
GOOGLENET TL
GOOGLENET
DENET DISC TL
DENET DISC
STANDARD CNN

Number of epochs
20
100
45
80
40
100
25
130
50

For the STANDARD CNN we used Stochastic Gradient Descent (SDG) updates, a binary
cross entropy loss function, a learning rate of 0.005 and a batch size of 64. In the case of the
transfer learning networks (VGG19, RESNET50, GOOGLENET and DENET DISC) we
selected SDG updates with Nesterov momentum 0.9, a learning rate of 0.0001, the categorical
cross entropy loss function and a batch size of 32.
3.2 CNN algorithm comparison
After the selection of the hyper-parameters we evaluated all the architectures under study
(STANDARD CNN, VGG19, RESNET, GOOGLENET and two versions of DENET) in
terms of the performance metrics, using all the data included in the training and validation
subsets for training, and for testing the full test set. In Table 7 and Fig. 4 we present the ROC
curves and the performance metrics. The two first options were VGG19 TL and RESNET50
TL with an AUC of 0.942 and 0.930 and in the case of RESNET TL the best sensitivity
91.94%. It is also remarkable that DENET DISC TL (based on ResNet50) and fine tuned
from ORIGA data set did not outperform RESNET50 TL fine-tuned from ImageNet. The
impact from fine-tuning from a general data set (ImageNet) is clear if we consider the
difference between the performance of both trainings (full training and transfer learning) in
VGG19 and RESNET50. In the case of DENET DISC, that used fine tuning from a targeted
model (ORIGA), we noticed the biggest improvement in AUC (from 0.8371 to 0.9142)
compared with the rest of the networks that used ImageNet.
VGG19 TL performed with the highest AUC, 0.9420, which is in the range of state of art
results of the last published studies (AUCs between 0.91 and 0.985) [42–45]. The
performance of the VGG19 TL was even higher (AUC 0.9640, sensitivity 94.51%, specificity
90.99% and BAcc 92.75%) if we considered only the glaucoma images at any stage of the
disease, without the cases represented as glaucoma-suspect present in the ESPERANZA data
set.
As we mentioned before, DENET uses global fundus images. As all the images in RIMONE data sets were centered in the optic disc, the number of data sets that we considered to
evaluate DENET were limited to ESPERANZA and DRISHTI-GS data sets. Taking into
account these two data sets we evaluated DENET directly without further training. The
performance ratios (AUC 0.7507, sensitivity 70.45%, specificity 70.26% and BAcc 70.35%)
were inferior to the performance of all other networks for this sub-test data set (Table 8).
These results demonstrate that CNNs can be trained, using large data sets and without
having to specify lesion-based features, to identify glaucoma in retinal fundus images with
high sensitivity and high specificity. Besides, the best option achieved state-of-the art
performance ratios with images coming from multiples sources and different sizes and
formats. According to our results this heterogeneity of the data sets could represent a
differential value for the training of this type of classification strategies, and suppose a
relevant parameter to consider respect to other issues like the complexity of the network or a
great amount of more homogeneous images, where the capacity of the network to learn new
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features could
d be more limitted. In this sen
nse, it is remarkkable how receent studies likee [43] that
reported an AUC
A
of 0.91 or
o [44] that ach
hieved an AUC
C of 0.986, reequired data seets with a
significantly higher
h
numberr of images (T
Table 1) achieeving comparab
able or worse rresults in
comparison with
w the proposal of this study
y.
Tab
ble 7. Performancce ratios of all thee CNNs evaluated
d. The sensitivity and specificity
were
w
calculated ussing the Youden index previously d
described. The neetworks were
evalu
uated with the total test set (370 no
ormal and 124 glaaucoma). The besst option for each
metric is highlighted in boold.
Archittecture
VGG1
19 TL
VGG
G19
RESNE
ET TL
RESN
NET
GOOGLE
ENET TL
GOOGL
LENET
DENET DISC TL [42]
DENET DISC
D
[42]
STANDA
ARD CNN

AUC
0.9420
0.8971
0.9300
0.9193
0.8994
0.9269
0.9142
0.8371
0.8969

Sensitivity
S
(%)
87.01
82.26
91.94
83.87
83.96
84.68
78.22
79.03
79.03

Specificity (%
%)
89.01
86.81
80.00
86.15
81.76
87.25
90.99
75.16
87.03

B-Accuracy
88.05
84.53
85.97
85.01
82.41
85.97
84.61
77.09
83.03

Fig. 4.
4 Global performaance comparison ROC
R
curves and A
AUC values of the comparison of thee
netwo
orks of the study using
u
the test set deescribed in Table 5. The first optionn in terms of AUC
C
is labeeled as (1).
Tablee 8. Performance ratios of all the CNNs
C
evaluated cconsidering a sub
bset of the test set
includ
ding the images from
fr
ESPERANZ
ZA and DRIHSTII-GS data sets set (343 normal and
d
45 glaucoma). The sensitivity
s
and specificity were calcculated using thee Youden index
previously desccribed. The best option
o
in each meetric is highlighteed in bold.
Archiitecture
VGG
G19 TL
VG
GG19
RESN
NET TL
RES
SNET
GOOGL
LENET TL
GOOG
GLENET
DENET DISC
D
TL [42]
DENET DISC [42]
DENE
ET [42]
STANDA
ARD CNN

AUC
0.9270
0.8491
0.8957
0.8778
0.8821
0.9276
0.9272
0.8261
0.7507
0.8312

Sensitivity (%)
93.33
71.11
84.44
71.11
86.67
80.00
82.22
77.78
70.45
75.76

Specificity (%
%)
81.63
89.21
85.71
93.00
76.68
90.96
91.55
75.51
70.26
78.72

B-Accu
uracy
87.448
80.16
85.008
82.006
81.667
85.448
86.888
76.664
70.335
77.14

gated the conttribution of eaach learning sttrategy (full training vs
We additiionally investig
transfer learning) in the fin
nal prediction. For that purpoose we createdd ensemble veersions of
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each network considering th
he mean predicction of the ful
ull and the fine tuned traininggs. As we
present in Tab
ble 9 the perfo
ormance ratios did not outperrform the best option of eachh network
in all the peerformance rattios. This is more
m
significaant in VGG199 and DNET were the
difference between the perrformance ratio
os of both traainings was m
more relevant. R
RESNET
presented a slight improv
vement in AU
UC but worsee values in tthe rest of thhe ratios.
n improvementt in AUC and ssensitivity but ddecay in specifficity and
GOOGLENET presented an
BAcc. These results suggesst that features learned by booth trainings foor the same nettwork are
not complemeentary and theiir combination does not repreesent any clearr advantage forr the final
classification..
Tab
ble 9. Performancce ratios of the En
nsemble of the fulll training and fin
ne tuned of each
CNN.
Archittecture
VGG
G19
RESN
NET
GOOGL
LENET
DENET
T DISC

AUC
0.9219
0.9305
0.9277
0.9083

Sensitivity
S
(%)
83.64
83.87
88.71
81.45

Specificity (%
%)
89.45
85.71
82.85
88.35

B-Accuracy
86.35
84.79
85.78
84.90

3.3 Ten-fold cross validattion
To confirm ro
obustness and stability
s
of the VGG19 TL neetwork, a 10-fo
fold cross validdation test
was performeed considering
g all the images included inn the training and validationn subsets
(Table 5) to make the diffe
ferent splits off the cross valiidation and alllowing to com
mpute the
performance of the networrk ten times with
w
different training and vvalidation subsets. The
ble variability in
i the perform
mance of the neetwork with a standard
results showeed an acceptab
deviation of AUC
A
of 0.02 in
n the Mean RO
OC. Figure 5 shhows the correesponding 10-ffold ROC
curves and thee median of alll the cases.

Fig. 5.
5 ROC curves and
d AUC values forr the 10-fold crosss validation experriment on VGG199
TL.

3.4 CNN/hum
man evaluato
or performanc
ce
We compared the classificcation of the best networkk of previous experiments with the
performance of
o the experts and
a non-expertts evaluators. L
Like in [66] wee selected two operating
points. The first operating
g point appro
oximates the sspecificity of the expert eevaluators
d the second operating
o
poin
nt correspondeed with the seensitivity of thhe expert
(89.14%) and
evaluators (76
6.62%). The reesults are pressented in Fig. 66, where we ccan appreciate the good
performance of the solution
n compared with
w both groupps of evaluatorrs. Assuming the same
uator the netwo
ork achieved hhigher sensitiviity (85.48%) annd for the
specificity of an expert evalu
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case of the same sensitiv
vity as expertss the model scored higherr specificity ((93.18%).
w
these ressults the prop
posed methodd can achievee high sensitiivity and
According with
specificity, with
w ratios com
mparable to an expert ophthaalmologist withh more than 5 years of
experience. Screening popu
ulations for a high
h
prevalencee disease like glaucoma, reqquire both
nimize both fallse-positive and false-negativve results.
high sensitivitty and high speecificity to min
These conclu
usions are simiilar with the ones
o
presentedd recently by S
Shibata et. al. [45] that
compared thee performance of residents grrouped in threee clusters accoording to theirr years of
experience an
nd ResNet50.

Fig. 6.
6 ROC curve of VGG19
V
with fine tuning
t
(VGG19_T
TL) over the test sset of Table 5 andd
relevaant operating poin
nts. (a) Expert specificity operatinng point of the ROC curve withh
sensitivity 85.48% and specificity 89.67%
% (b) Expert senssitivity operating point of the ROC
C
curve with sensitivity 77.41% and speecificity 93.18% (c) Reference peerformance of ann
ophthalmologist expertt in glaucoma con
nsidering all the ESPERANZA daata set, sensitivityy
76.62% and specificity 89.14%. (d) Refeerence performancce of an ophthalmoologist non expertt
ng all the ESPER
RANZA data set, sensitivity 58.75 % and specificityy
in glaaucoma considerin
86.07%.

In Fig. 7 we
w show the different
d
behav
vior of the netw
work with the different data sets. We
can notice thee inferior perfo
ormance in thee ESPERANZA
A data set com
mpared to the oother data
sets (DRISHTI-GS and RIM-ONE).
R
Th
here are seveeral reasons thhat could expplain this
behavior. Firsst, it was obtained in a screeening setting sso cases were not preselecteed and all
cases with qu
uality images were
w
included. Pre-selection of cases may bias the databbases and
also the estim
mation of any classification
c
algorithm,
a
sincee cases with innterpretation ddoubts are
usually exclu
uded although
h they do exist
e
in the population. Second, althoough the
ESPERANZA
A data set had a double evalu
uation with coonsensus it is a screening labbeled data
set and furtheer tests are needed to confirm
m the diagnosiss, having consiidered for this study the
positive casess suspected of glaucoma by assessing the ffundus imagess. Third, the poosition of
the optic discc was not centeered in the pho
oto since thesee images were also used for sscreening
of other retinaal diseases. Th
he color funduss images acquiired for this daata set were ceentered in
the macula an
nd the optic diisc was at the border of thee image. In thee other data seets all the
images are ceentered at the optic
o
disc. Finaally, the initial image size of the global imaage in the
ESPERANZA
A data set (102
24x680) supposes a possible limitation com
mpared with thhe images
of the other data sets, wh
hich were alreeady segmenteed (RIM-ONE
E) or had muuch more
RISHTI-GS).
resolution (DR
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Fig. 7.
7 Confusion matrrixes for the test data
d
set consideriing a training of V
VGG19 with dataa
augmeentation on the fly.
f
(a) All the test data set of the study. (b) T
Test set from thee
ESPE
ERANZA databasee. (c) Test set from
m DRISHTI-GS daatabase. (d) Test seet from RIM-ONE
E
databaase.

Figure 8 shows
s
examplees of the classiffication of the nnetwork in thee ESPERANZA
A data set
with true neg
gatives (a, b), true
t
positives (c,
( d), false neegative (e, f) aand false positiive (g, h)
classificationss with respect to the consenssus gold standaard. If we focuus on the falsee negative
examples (e and
a f), it is rem
markable that for
f example in the case (e) thhe non-expert evaluator
labeled the im
mage as normal while the exp
pert evaluator cclassified it as glaucoma andd the final
consensus evaaluation was gllaucoma based
d on the abnorm
mal ISNT rule.. The case (f) iis similar,
the non-experrt classified th
he disc as norm
mal and the exxpert as glaucooma, and the cconsensus
labeled the im
mage as being abnormal and showing rim tthinning and w
with an abnorm
mal ISNT
rule violation. This is not the case of the faalse positives ((g, h) where the expert and noon-expert
beled the imagee as normal bu
ut the algorithm
m identified theem as glaucomaa.
evaluators lab
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Fig. 8. Example of the classification
c
of th
he VGG19_TL nettwork for images ffrom the test set off
the ESPERANZA dataabase. (a, b) Truee negative exampples, the human eevaluators and thee
algoriithm identified th
he images as normal. (c, d) Truue positives exam
mples, the humann
evaluaators and the alg
gorithm identified
d the images as glaucoma. (e, f) False negativess
examp
ples. The human evaluation
e
identifieed both images as glaucoma but thee algorithm labeledd
them as normal. (g, h) False positives ex
xamples. The humaan evaluators marrked the images ass
al but the algorithm
m classified them as
a glaucoma.
norma

3.5 Data setts performanc
ce influence
We evaluated
d the improveement in the performance of VGG19_T
TL associated with the
inclusion of the
t different data sets for traaining. For thaat purpose, wee evaluated thee network
trained with one data set (ESPERANZA
(
A), two (ESPE
ERANZA and DRISHTI-GS)) and the
ONE. To study
y the performannce of each traained model w
we always
final data set adding RIM-O
t set that inccludes data of the
t three data ssets. The full ttest data set waas used to
used the full test
verify the perrformance in the three trainiing configuratiions. In Fig. 9 we can verifyy that the
evolution in the
t performancce is clear startting in 0.8505 with 113 glauucoma and 1333 normal
cases to 0.943
36 with the fulll data set with 494
4 glaucoma and 1819 norm
mal cases.

Fig. 9.
9 ROC curves and
d AUC values usin
ng always the test set of Table 5 andd training VGG199
with fine
f
tuning and 10
00 epochs. The reed line represents the ROC curve uusing the networkk
trained only with the EPSERANZA
E
datta set. The blue liine is the result aafter training withh
ERANZA and DRIISHTI-GS data seets and the green lline is the ROC cuurve after trainingg
ESPE
using all the data sets off the study: ESPER
RANZA, DRISHT
TI-GS and RIM-ON
NE.
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3.6 Integration of medical data and CNNs
The final experiment consisted in the integration of clinical history data collected during
patient’s screening visit with color fundus images. As we have mentioned, CNNs are
especially successful analyzing medical images. But the clinical diagnosis usually involves
the assessment of a variety of exams that includes medical images but also data coming from
different sources, like the medical history of the patient or from tests where the output could
be a simple value. From this perspective, the exclusive use of one test could limit the final
diagnosis and represent only a part of the global disease complexity. In order to consider a
broader view in the diagnosis, some studies have explored the application of CNN integrating
different imaging modalities [67,68] but also combining images with raw data, like in [69]
where histological images and genomic data were integrated in a single CNN. Following this
approach, we designed one experiment with the ESPERANZA data set integrating color
fundus images with medical history data collected from the same patient during the screening
campaign. The data selected from the screening visit were: the age, the intraocular pressure
(IOP) in both eyes, the family history of glaucoma, the personal record of glaucoma and
glaucoma related therapy. The selection of the data was based on some of the major risk
factors for glaucoma described in the literature [1,70]. In the next tables we present more
information of the clinical data used in the experiment. This data was collected during the
examination of the patients in the ophthalmological screening campaign described in section
2.1.
Table 10. Mean IOP and standard deviation and mean age and standard deviation in the
training set and test set in the glaucoma and normal classification.
Data
IOP training set (mmHg)
IOP test set (mmHg)
Age training set (years)
Age test set (years)

Glaucoma Set
Mean ± standard deviation
13.94 ± 3.16
13.64 ± 2.79
70.99 ± 8.56
70.81 ± 8.51

Normal set
Mean ± standard deviation
13.97 ± 2.79
14.20 ± 2.87
68.81 ± 7.42
68.34 ± 6.94

Table 11. Percentage of cases with glaucoma family history, personal record of glaucoma
and personal related therapy in the training and test set of the glaucoma and normal
classification.
Data
Family history of glaucoma (Training set)
Family history of glaucoma (Test set)
Personal record of glaucoma (Training set)
Personal record of glaucoma (Test set)
Personal glaucoma related therapy (Training set)
Personal glaucoma related therapy (Test set)

Glaucoma Set
8.75%
12.12%
16.25%
12.12%
0%
0%

Normal set
11.76%
11.83%
2.61%
2.66%
0.80%
0.59%

Color fundus images and the examination data were used together during the training by
including the raw data into the last fully connected layer of the network. We present more
details of the integration in Fig. 10. The clinical data were used in its raw format without
post-processing. The value of the “Family record of glaucoma”, “Personal record of
glaucoma” and “Personal glaucoma related therapy” had values 0 or 1. All the cases from the
training and validation subsets from ESPERANZA were used for training (80 glaucoma and
995 normal) and the ESPERANZA cases from the test data set were used for testing (33
glaucoma and 338 normal). For this experiment we performed a full training and we only
used the ESPERANZA data set, because is the only data set that contains information of the
examination of the patients. We trained the network for 100 epochs. We performed two
different experiments: the first one using all previous data and the second only with the age
and the personal record of glaucoma because according with Tables 10 and 11 are the only
data which appears different in the glaucoma and normal groups. As we can see in Table 12
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and Fig. 11, in the AUC values
v
no sign
nificant differeence were apppreciated by addding the
nd specificity hhad higher vallues which inddicate that
clinical historry data, but thee sensitivity an
this informatiion could be valuable to imp
prove the classsification. The results were ppromising
and further tests
t
with otheer integration architectures and other cliinical fields should be
considered.

Fig. 10.
1 CNN Model based
b
on VGG19 integrating
i
the cliinical data and coolor fundus image.
The clinical
c
data were incorporated to th
he model in the lasst fully connectedd layer. In the firstt
experiiment we included
d 8 clinical data an
nd in the second thhe two selected froom the analysis off
Table 11.

Fig. 11. ROC curves an
nd confusion matriices of the integraation of images andd clinical data. (a))
ROC curves of the threee trainings using only
o
the ESPERA
ANZA data set (b) Confusion matrixx
consid
dering only the co
olor fundus imagees (reference). (c)) Confusion matriix considering thee
imagees with the age an
nd personal record
d of glaucoma. (d)) Confusion matriix considering thee
imagees with all clinical data collected.
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Table 12. AUC, specificity and sensitivity values corresponding with the result of
applying the network trained with the ESPERANZA data set considering only the color
fundus images (reference), integrating the images with all the data collected from the
examination of the patient (fusion all data) and integrating only the age and personal
record of glaucoma (fusion age/personal record glaucoma).
Group
Reference
Fusion all data
Fusion age/personal record glaucoma

AUC
0.8443
0.8405
0.8443

Sensitivity (%)
81.82
81.82
84.85

Specificity (%)
76.92
80.18
78.99

In this study we have concentrated in a direct classification approach but other strategies
and tools could be considered in order to aid the clinicians in the final diagnosis. The
integration of clinical data from different sources or considering other imaging modalities
could improve the performance of the classification, but other techniques that give insight and
help to visualize and understand the features that have a relevant role in the final
classification represent a valuable option. In this sense we highlight alternatives like the use
of occlusion testing to recognize areas of the image with more impact in the classification
[43,71] or saliency maps where the clinicians could be informed of the areas of the images
with more influence in the prediction [72].
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we exploited and evaluated the application of deep convolutional neural
networks for glaucoma detection using color fundus images in the context of large screening
campaigns. We studied the influence of the architecture, the data set size, the training strategy
and the integration of data collected from the clinical history and the patient examination. We
used three different data sets, two publicly available DRISHTI-GS and RIM-ONE, and other
created from a glaucoma screening campaign to assess the performance of the alternatives.
The five architectures tested, standard CNN, VGG19, ResNet50, DENet and GoogLeNet
offered good performance ratios in terms of AUC, sensitivity and specificity. The best option
for the data set used was VGG19 with transfer learning and fine tuning, with an AUC of 0.94,
a sensitivity of 87.01% and a specificity of 89.01%, which showed a similar performance
with respect to the expert evaluators of the screening campaign. We confirmed the great
influence of the number of images and data sets using CNNs. The AUC of the VGG19 with
fine tuning increased from 0.85 with one data set to 0.94 with all the data sets of the study.
Finally, we evaluated the performance of the integration of the data from the clinical history
and tonometry tests with the color fundus images. The results show a slight improvement in
sensitivity and specificity with similar AUCs. Further tests with more data and new
architectural approaches should be developed and assessed to confirm this line of work. The
good results presented demonstrated that CNNs are a valuable alternative for CAD systems to
assess and classify fundus images for glaucoma detection campaigns.
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